Friday January 18th

8:30 - 10:30am  Intro & Author Meets Critics: Ryan Hanley’s *Adam Smith on Living a Life*

Critics: Doug Den Uyl, Karen Valihora, and Brennan McDavid

10:30 - 10:50am  Coffee Break

10:50 - 11:45am  Christel Fricke "Constructivism in Smith’s Moral Theory"

Sigve Tjotta and Nina Serdarevic "Justice and Beneficence in Dictator Games"

11:45pm - 1:45pm  Lunch

1:45 - 2:40pm  Elias Khalil "Fellow Feelings"

Robert Fudge "Dignity and Sublimity in Adam Smith and Immanuel Kant"

Glory Liu and Barry Weingast "Does Adam Smith Have a Theory of the State? A Contingent 'Yes'."

Eugene Heath "Self-Love: Joseph Butler and Adam Smith"

2:45 - 3:40pm  Zaccheus Harmon "The Role of Aesthetic Sentiments in Smith’s Theory of Moral Judgment"

Wade Robison "Hume and Smith on the Price-Specie Flow Mechanism"

3:40 - 4pm  Coffee Break

4 - 4:55pm  Michael Walschots "Adam Smith on 'Why be Moral?''

Sule Ozler "Happiness in Adam Smith’s The Theory of Moral Sentiments"

5 - 4:55pm  Dinner / Vernon Smith Keynote
Saturday January 19th

8 - 9:30am  Author Meets Critics: Jacob Sider Jost's *Interest in the Eighteenth Century*

Critics: Errol Lord and Karen Valihora

9:30 - 9:50am  Coffee Break

9:50 - 10:45am  
Kirun Sankaran "Smith on Blame and Resentment in Structural Contexts"
Shannon Chamberlain "Smith and the History of Novels"
Maria Alejandra Carrasco "Hume and Smith on Moral Luck and Moral Judgment"
Heather King "Speculation and Prices: Mansfield Park and the Wealth of Nations"

10:50 - 11:45am  Lunch

1:15 - 2:10pm  "Adam Smith on Education as a Means to Self-Government"
Edward Frame and Michelle Schwarze
Nir Ben-Moshe "Comprehensive or Political Liberalism: The impartial spectator and the justification of political principles"

2:15 - 3:10pm  
Paolo Santori "Adam Smith and the Manichean Theodicy of Pierre Bayle"

3:10 - 3:30pm  Coffee Break

3:30 - 4:25pm  
Nick Cowen "From Moral Sentiments to Moral Powers: A Smithian case for basic economic liberties"
Nina Serdarevic "Imagination: Contextualizing moral judgments"

4:30 - 6pm  Fonna Forman Keynote

6pm - 8pm  Reception
Sunday January 20th

8 - 8:55am  
IASS Business Meeting

8 - 8:55am  
Maria Pia Paganelli "Crime and Punishment: Adam Smith's Theory of Sentiments"

9 - 9:55am  
Shinji Nohara "The Reception of Adam Smith in Japan"

9:55 - 10:15am  
Coffee Break

9:55 - 10:15am  
Erik Matson "Adam Smith on Nature’s Disharmony and the Enterprise of Social Philosophy"

10:15 - 11:10am  
Jan Osborn "A Theory of Sociality, Morality, and Monsters: Adam Smith and Mary Shelley"

11:15 - 12:45pm  
Author Meets Critics: Eric Schliesser’s *Adam Smith: Systematic thinker and public philosopher*

Critics: John Thrasher, Sandra Peart, and David Levy

*End of Conference*